Chapter Traveling Trophy

Rules
The rules for this are pretty simple and easy to follow. This is meant to be a fun and exciting thing for your chapter and also helps support visitations to other chapters in the state.

1. When your chapter retrieves the traveling trophy, your chapter gets to keep it for 30 days.

2. There must be 30 days between having the trophy for your chapter and being able to get it back to your chapter. In other word, no back to back captures of the traveling trophy.

3. To get the trophy, your chapter must have 6 members in attendance, in chapter colors to be able to retrieve and take it to your home chapter.

4. In the case where these is a tie, with multiple chapters in attendance and both having 6 members in colors, the chapter that is the farthest away from the chapter currently holding the trophy is the winner. This is only in the cases where there is an exact tie, if a chapter has 7 members and the other having 6, the one with the most members in colors wins.

5. Chapters should display the traveling trophy at all chapter/district functions. You earned it, show it off!

6. The District wants to know and share in your fun, so please let the District Director and/or District Newsletter editor know, so we can feature this in the District newsletter for all to see.

7. Please have the trophy engraved with your chapter and date, so there can be a permanent record. This shows where it has been.

Most of all, have fun!!